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This is a review of my main takeaways from the 2022 Games Developers Conference in San 

Francisco, USA. I’ll try to highlight some of the key topics that stood out from the event, but if you 

want a little more detail, I’m very happy to chat in person. This content is intended for a subject 

aware audience, but others might get something of interest from it. I have many pages of notes 

collected across the presentations I attended, and plenty of opinion, so if anyone needs more 

specific detail about any of the topics covered, please do let me know. 
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Review since GDC 2019 
It has been a while since there was an in-person Game Developers Conference, due to Covid-19. The 

last time I was able to attend in person was in 2019. I was all booked for attending the 2020 event, 

when the pandemic took hold, so we had to cancel the flight and hotel, but the conference pass was 

held for attending what they hoped would be a late-summer 2020 conference, then a planned 

March 2021 conference, before they gave up for a while and decided the next in person attempt 

would be this March 2022. In between they’ve rolled my pass over for free attendance at virtual GDC 

events, none of which stood out with any useful significance, as content was aiming at a more 

student audience (getting into the games industry sorts of talks, with very few Industry speakers). 

As it has been quite some time since I was also able to attend GDC, I wanted to start this report by 

following up on some of my predictions and takeaways from my report of the last event.  

There was a lot of focus on Streaming of games, and the related technologies, at the last GDC. 

Google invested heavily in their Stadia platform and were making exciting claims for their 

technology. This also linked to improving content discovery, and a likely increase in the importance 

of Creators (YouTube streamers and online content generators) in getting games noticed. This 

project has largely been a failure, which in some ways I’m not entirely surprised by (it involved Phil 

Harrison after all), but really from a technical point of view, given what they were proposing, it 

should have been entirely feasible to implement. It looks like Google were all on board the hype 

train, likely created by Phil and his team, but when promises weren’t being kept on schedule, Google 

appear to have withdrawn funds, which in turn has limited the scope of the platform and technology 

to grow. Google appears to be in a safety mode now, offering their Stadia related technologies for 

third-party use (probably to cover their costs), while leaving the Stadia brand in existence seemingly 

mainly to save face and not appear to be throwing the towel in too early, even though it’s clear to 
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everyone that they have. Stadia appears to have been a project management disaster, if the 

development team had been supported to implement the promises, to a sensible timescale I see no 

reason why their hopes and claims for 2019 couldn’t have come to pass. And no, this doesn’t appear 

to be a project that failed due to the impacts of Covid, the death knell was already sounding well 

before this occurred. Had Stadia and larger market internet provision been in place globally, the 

platform would likely have been well placed to benefit significantly from customer uptake during the 

outbreak of the pandemic, as streaming video (Netflix etc) did.  

In 2019 I also predicted that Microsoft would announce their own streaming platform, that would 

support Xbox gaming on non-Xbox hardware, Xbox Cloud Gaming was released in beta form later in 

2019, initially on select Android mobile phones, but is now available (still as a beta) across multiple 

platforms, including PC and interestingly Xbox consoles (so users don’t have to wait to install games 

to play them). Details of the commercial success of this platform aren’t in the public domain, but 

Cloud Gaming adds value to the Xbox Game Pass service (as an additional way to access content), so 

it seems a safe place for Microsoft to be, to they can monitor how this market area grows over the 

coming years.  

I recommended we (as a school) invest more of our energy looking into applications of Machine and 

Deep Learning (etc) for use in game production and innovative creative areas, not just gameplay. I’m 

not sure the games team have had much of a chance to consider this recommendation, due to 

significant distractions elsewhere, but it is good to know there are those within the school with 

expertise in AI what might overlap with the games content in the future.  

It was flagged that Raytracing would be a significant feature of next generation game technology 

both software and ‘a next generation of’ gaming consoles (now the Xbox Series X/S and PlayStation 

5), which would be marketed around this technology. We were able to prepare and invest in our 

PlayStation 5 devkit provision, which is impressive compared to our competitors, so it is important 

that we can ensure Sony will allow us to leverage this advantage fully as soon as possible. An aspect 

of the next generation hardware that I didn’t even consider was the dedicated use of Solid-State 

Drives (SSDs), which in hindsight is terribly obvious as a big performance win, as guaranteeing you 

can ready large amounts of data from storage at a predictably fast and stable rate (though they are 

still expensive parts), enables new ideas and techniques dependant on such reliability. It could 

probably be argued that the SSD in next generation consoles has more of an impact on the game 

implementation technology than the Raytracing in hardware, even Epic’s new Unreal Engine 5 real-

time lighting technology has the option using a SOFTWARE based raytracing method, in combination 

with geometry loading methods (designed specifically for use with SSDs) inspired by older 

Megatexture technology (in this application as geometry memory virtualisation).  

It’s also worth considering that shortages in Integrated Circuit forging, due to the pandemic and 

virtual currency mining, will be having an impact on the growth of a consumer market (beyond 

consoles) for Raytracing capable devices, not least the insane price for modern graphics hardware 

for the average consumer. It’s only now in 2022 we are starting to see some reduction in the cost of 

more Raytracing capable graphics cards, but they are still priced way above their RRP.  

In 2019 I also considered Unity’s preparing for their IPO, I must honestly say, with all that’s gone on 

over the past few years, I’ve lost track if they concluded their move onto the stock market, or if they 

gave up due to the pandemic. Unity have changed their business model somewhat over the past 

couple of years, and are attempting to target new market areas, so this would suggest that 

generating income from their developer audience is a major priority still (for now). The transition to 
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remote working may have caused some issues with their potential market value, so might have 

impacted things? 

I noted in my last report that Amazon had no surprises (they were focussed on selling their existing 

web services), but we should watch this space, because it was clear something was on the horizon. 

Well, if I’m not getting my dates in a muddle (as it’s been a while) Amazon also entered the cloud 

gaming market with their Amazon Luna – Cloud Gaming Service, which like Google Stadia, has its 

own bespoke game controller, but they’ve take a more cautious approach, and have only released 

their service to a limited audience (I think it may only be the USA at the moment?). It’s not clear if, 

and when, they might expand to other territories, but such likely also relates to the availability of 

high speed (fibre-optic) internet in target markets.  

Another Amazon announcement I wasn’t in the slightest bit surprised by, was the semi-abandoning 

of their Lumberyard game engine technology, which was based upon a fork of the CryEngine 

codebase. I think I previously reported from GDC, several years ago, that Amazon had announced 

they had purchased rights to develop a fork of the CryEngine source code and I’d immediately gone 

to the Amazon stand to ask what on earth they were thinking. The CryEngine source code is 

particularly challenging to work with, and Amazon brushed my concerns off, indicating they’d 

rewrite elements to make it more approachable… Several years later, Amazon recently announced 

Open 3D Engine (O3DE), the successor to Lumberyard. I’ve not had the time to take a look myself 

yet, so I can’t say if this is the original CryEngine source code base, now in the public domain or if 

this is an entirely new code base, to take development in a new (hopefully more approachable) 

direction. Let’s hope it’s the latter, and that one of us has the time in their schedule to review the 

engine source code, as it should be a reasonable credible development option given it has the power 

of Amazon behind it.  

In 2019 I was still saying that VR is still doing OK but was not earth shattering. I pointed out that the 

platform itself was a technical and cost barrier to entry. Since then, the Oculus (now Meta) Quest 2, 

a high (enough) performance standalone VR device in a consumer-friendly format has been released. 

If my Brexit voting family relative can understand the concept enough to buy one, I guess consumer 

friendly VR is just about here, so what is the remaining barrier to mass market success? I suspect this 

is still the isolating nature of using these devices, something I’m very sure most XR manufacturers 

are aware of (see Meta’s Horizon Worlds social platform), and several are racing to be the first with 

consumer(-ish) Augmented Reality capable devices on the market. The Quest 2 is already using its 

tracking cameras to allow a degree of augmentation, which is allowing some developers to get an 

early foot in the door of creating AR experiences on the cheap consumer-friendly device. Meta have 

already announced their next round of XR hardware, which I expect may be released around 

October 2022, but it’s already clear this headset may be too expensive to manufacture to itself be a 

consumer AR device. However, it should provide the learning and tooling (for manufacturing) to 

introduce cheaper AR hardware in the not-too-distant future. It’s also no secret that Apple are 

working on their own AR hardware, and they are very happy to release expensive hardware to an 

exclusive audience, so while this technology will also move us forward towards consumer ready AR 

gaming experiences, we may still have a few more years to wait until we have a reasonable 

implementation of AR Doom Deathmatch around the Eldon Building.  

I felt there was a good chance that Google could shake up the games industry with their Stadia 

platform, at least in countries that could handle the bandwidth, and while in terms of 

implementation I was wrong, there really should have been little reason for them not to. If they’d 
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leveraged the resources they have at their disposal, especially the power of YouTube, they would 

have had significant control over their viewing audience.  

My last thought from 2019 was the realisation that Microsoft hadn’t been positioning Xbox for sale, 

as a separate entity for Microsoft, and that the positioning that had been happening was related to 

selling its services to competitors. This was indeed the case, with Sony being happier to buy 

Microsoft branded technologies, rather than Xbox ones, shortly after GDC 2019.  
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GDC 2022 
Each time I attend GDC I look for the theme, the one or two significant things that stand out from 

the conference. I’m never quite sure if these are things that have been pre-determined by the 

organising team, or if they just generally evolve by themselves, depending upon what is happening 

within the industry. Sometimes I can anticipate a sense of direction, based upon how things have 

progressed during previous years. The last in person GDC was in 2019, we’ve been through a bit of a 

nightmare with the global pandemic… surely, it’ll just be Covid, Covid, Covid in every talk?  

I guess on reflection, this year’s GDC was about Game Developers the people who make the games, 

and just having us back together again, after such a long break. This might not seem as exciting as 

‘Ray-Tracing’ or the progressing of ‘A.I.’, or the ‘Content Discovery’ and ‘Cloud Gaming’ of 2019. But 

for an industry that makes games, focussing back on the basics of prioritising an event about game 

developers for games developers, seems in hindsight to have been exactly the right thing for this 

GDC to be, given what we’ve all been through these past couple of years. I feared going into the 

event, wasting the universities time and money attending, would anyone attend, would there be 

blockbuster announcements, things I could espionage, to determine future directions... And no, 

largely this GDC wasn’t a blockbuster announcement event, but it was the start of the journey to get 

us all back into a space where we could talk to each other about game development, with the focus 

on those of us who make games.  

While Covid awareness was clearly present, it didn’t get in the way of talks etc, past the registration 

process, which involved a reasonably long wait to check our covid status and to apply a rather itchy 

and annoying blue wristband, which would be constantly checked when entering buildings, and 

sanitising for the entire week. It was a little irritating to be reminded to show your wrist band several 

times a day, even when you were clearly showing it (waving it) and sanitising constantly, but you 

know you were in safe hands, the organising team and attendees were considerate to sensible 

distancing etc.  

The games industry has never been a stranger to remote working, I’ve worked on several games on 

this basis since it was technically possible due to the internet, but largely, especially for mega tech 

companies, there is share value in having staff on seats in offices, so some of these will have had to 

learn how to enable their teams to work remotely, and still succeed in whatever their business 

objectives are. Successful Remote Working was a clear GDC topic that came up several times during 

the week, I don’t recall anyone saying it was a bad thing, in fact some of the remote working aspects 

we’ve struggled with within our school, have been presented as great things for industry.  

Related to this was Project Management, with several presentations talking about team dynamics, 

what worked well, what didn’t, or venders validating their new toolsets to manage (Jira style) task 

setting, content and validating that the work had been completed to an appropriate standard.  

Associated with this were aspects of Outsourcing too, having teams (possibly in a different time 

zone) helping to create content for larger AAA Next-Gen console games.  

This was very much a Game Developers Conference focussed on Game Development.  

(I did feel this would have been an excellent introductory GDC for Anna Limpens, especially with so 

much production focus for this year).  
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In the weeks prior to GDC I’d been closely monitoring Epic’s progress with preparing Unreal Engine 5 

for release. When they’ve released during GDC in the past this has ensured a massive amount of 

supporting tutorial material would be available, which has been helpful for learning about 

technology new features rapidly. Given the timing of the Beta releases, the most recent being just 

two weeks prior to GDC, it did seem like a long shot that they’d make a surprise (big fanfare) 

announcement on schedule for GDC this year, so I wasn’t surprised to see little to suggest a big push 

on their part, but I was still gutted their usual huge Expo floor stand was missing this year. Epic did 

eventually manage to release Unreal Engine 5 just two weeks later than they obviously hoped, so 

that’s still impressive for such a massive undertaking, but it likely stole the biggest potential 

announcement from this year’s GDC event.  

There weren’t any major keynote announcements from any of the usual suspects, nothing new from 

Google, Nvidia, even the usual Sony stand, where they demonstrated their development kits and 

SDKs wasn’t present this year. I had a feeling of there being too much risk, of corporate liability, 

should they require staff to mingle with Covidy humans, but the spacing on the Expo floor never 

gave an impression of there being any risk of that. Even when happy hour (free glasses of local ales) 

came around at the end of the day, everything was sensibly paced and spread out. I guess the focus 

for many of these companies was to survive and continue functioning throughout the pandemic. I 

would have hoped that Google’s Stadia platform might have benefited from some form of ‘user 

boom’, as seen by video streaming services such as Netflix, but I’m not aware of any evidence of that 

(quite the reverse, the death bells for the platform continue to ring).  

Given global supply chain issues, availability of graphics cards has been a nightmare over the past 

few years, I’d hoped Nvidia might have had some reference cards available for developers, had they 

had a stand, so it was disappointing not to be able to twist their arm for something, and no hints of 

progress towards the next (inevitable) RTX 40xx series cards. I’d assume these are likely to appear in 

the autumn of this year (2022), but I wouldn’t be completely surprised if Nvidia delayed this, given 

they’ve not been able to achieve anything close to market saturation with the current generation of 

cards, given that they have been virtually impossible to buy and are currently sold at inflated prices. 

There have been some signs of improvement since GDC, but hardware still costs considerably more 

than the RRP in most cases.  

As I mentioned above, the usual Sony stand was missing, which is unfortunate, as I’d hoped to 

discuss issues regarding our access to documentation to support the PlayStation 5 development kits 

we’ve purchased. Towards the end of the conference, I discovered that Sony were at the 

conference, and were showing off the new PlayStation VR hardware behind closed doors to select 

developers, but I couldn’t locate them. 

Amazon were present, they continued to offer their hosting services, and were focussing on their 

rebranded Lumberyard engine now ‘O3DE’ the Open 3D Engine (www.o3de.org) – it would be nice 

to get some time to take a look at this, to see how it’s progressed from its CryEngine origins.  

http://www.o3de.org/
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Amazon with few Covid safety concerns! (Where are the masks?) 

With the absence of an Unreal Engine 5 launch announcement by Epic, the battlefield was ceded to 

Unity, who I’d say had a really successful GDC. They ran their usual Unity Developer Day, where you 

could get up to speed on all their latest developments, there were associated talks for games 

developed in Unity, and their zone on the Expo floor seemed twice as large as previous years, with 

lots of engagement from attendees helped along with a (very limited) supply of T-Shirts. Their efforts 

worked their charms on me, after acquiring my T-Shirt I’ve promptly re-installed Unity on my laptop 

and started to explore some of the benefits of the rapid prototyping of ideas in C#.  

Adobe was present, very much promoting their Substance suite of software, but it was nice to see 

some familiar faces from the original Allegorthmic team who created the software still around to 

chat and support it. (I submitted a bug report in person). I’m not convinced of the value of some of 

their newly announced software however, for me it’s still Substance Designer and Substance 

Painter that are the useful tools, their newly announced 3D Modeller and 3D Stager, feel more like 

digital toys at the moment, rather than serious production ready tools.  

Surprisingly there was nothing from Quixel (and their Mixer software), the closest competitor to 

Substance Painter, possibly due to them having been purchased by Epic Games since the last GDC, so 

I guess their attendance was dependent upon the successful completion (therefore promotion) of 

Unreal Engine 5, and the corporate risks of Covid.  

There were no surprise console releases/updates, and despite suggestions in the press in recent 

weeks (post-GDC now), I don’t get a sense it would be good time to release a PlayStation 5 Pro (or 

similar), given there are still issues with silicon production hanging over from the pandemic. 

Focussing on projects such as the new PlayStation VR 2 seem a much more sensible way of building 

brand value, while customers are still trying to get their hands on consoles or GPUs (if they are PC 

people). The Xbox Series S, the cheaper slightly lower performance version of the Xbox Series X, is 

doing great things commercially I hear, because it’s affordable, allows access to the same technical 

capabilities of it’s more expensive brother (the Series X), so given the cost of manufacturing and 
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accessing silicon, surely the sensible thing is to spend at least another 12 months now we are 

supposedly post-Covid, ensuring everyone who wanted the current ‘whatever it was’ have it, before 

you replace specs with a better version and send them back out to the stores to purchase it.  

Even the next Oculus (now Meta) device, isn’t intended to target a customer base, they are 

focussing on introducing a higher specification XR experience to ‘business customers’ at a higher 

price. This is a sensible approach, as it will help them over time reduce the cost of the components, 

and as the supply chain recovers, they will over the next couple of years be more scope of a Meta 

Quest 3 consumer focussed entertainment device. I’m very pleased that Meta (I hate calling them 

that I’d rather stick to Oculus) have enabled the Pass-through feature with augmented 3D content 

on the current Quest 2, as it allows the masses to access a Magic Leap-like AR experience, with a 

better Field of View, at the cost of that fuzzy background – at least you can move around in 3d space 

safely, and it’s an excellent base to build techniques on for the higher specification device coming 

later this year (anticipating an October 2022 launch). This feels like the right way to get Augmented 

experiences into the hands of the public in the shorter term, while the technology is perfected over 

the coming decade.  

Microsoft did have some announcements for GDC, but they weren’t really blockbusters. They chose 

to have a largely virtual presence this year (for understandable covid reasons), though they did 

amusingly have a bench (see the image in several pages time). Their big announcement this year was 

the introduction of ID@Azure, which builds on the ID@Xbox concept of giving Independent 

Developers access to in this case Azure Cloud Services. Microsoft have been pushing Azure at GDC 

for many years, and I guess you really need to be a developer of a certain size (quite big) to be able 

to invest the time needed to leverage this technology effectively. I’m not sure if Microsoft get that, 

but neither the less, their latest attempt is to associate Azure with the ‘cool and engaged with by 

Indie Devs’ ID@ concept. I need to put some time aside to take a look, to see what they are offering 

in more detail, but unless they are offering a streamlined experience, that overcomes the challenges 

of a smaller team trying to work with such a significant technology, there attempt to attract Indie 

Developers might not work out any better than in previous years.  

 

Microsoft introduced the ID@Azure program 
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In the past Valve (of the Steam online store fame) have tended to have a presence when launching 

new hardware, they did for the Steam Controller, and the Steam Link devices, when pushing Steam 

OS as a ‘PC Console’ like solution. So given all the hype around the Steam Deck, their latest attempt 

to complete with the Console hardware market (and grind an axe against Microsoft) I was very 

surprised to not see them demoing the devices to developers at GDC. I did wonder if this might have 

been because of some of the negative feedback they got when they last tried this with the Steam 

Controllers, but surely better to know if we don’t like something, then ship thousands of devices and 

then find out there’s an issue with it much later – I guess they were feeling really confident. (The 

Steam Deck I pre-ordered 12 months ago arrived yesterday, and aside from feeling a little like a 

beta-tester, I can say the experience in general seems to be pretty good, so they were probably 

right).  

After a global pandemic this first in-person GDC was always going to be a bit weird. The past couple 

of years work of ‘virtual GDCs’ have been a disaster, a complete waste of time for a professional. But 

this initial returning to the show floor, the mingling of developers, even though it’s lacked some of 

the blockbuster announcements (and maybe that’s a good thing), was just what was needed for 

those who spend their days making games. This was a GDC focussed on Developers, it felt great to 

be back, it felt great to be sharing ideas. It will be interesting to see if GDC returns to an event for 

the big players in the next year or so, or if like with the mega E3 consumer facing show in the 

summer, these are no longer engaged with in-person by the bigger corporations.  

I hope I’ll be back again at some point in the future.  
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On the Expo show floor 
It feels like every year at GDC, we have descend the escalators to the Expo floor and are greeted by 

the Epic Games stand, this year we were greeted by this -> 

 

WeMix in the Epic Games spot… ☹ 

It wasn’t Epic Games, it was something branded as WeMix. It had a sense of the bridge of the 

Starship Enterprise about it, but for the first day of the Expo I couldn’t work out who they were, 

what they were doing, what service, product, game, what they were doing here. The video on the 

huge screen didn’t clearly depict anything I could recognise, there weren’t any promotional 

materials I could read. Occasionally hot and bothered attendees would appear from its hidden 

internal areas, as though departing somewhere of disrepute. In the end I had to google them to find 

out who they were and what they might be doing here. I suspected all along, and was proven right, 

they are a ‘Global’ (Singapore) Blockchain Gaming Platform, Blockchain related technology is 

receiving significant investment from speculators right now. The stand itself really did come across 

as a bit of a midlife crisis sort of thing, I’m sure they would have had similar engagement with a 

stand a fraction of the size of this. I was in no way upset that Epic Games didn’t have this space for 

their usual brand of gaming chaos.  

Historically the Epic Games expo stand has been very hands on, inviting groups of people to watch 

expo floor talks, trying out games, then there were the T-Shirt giveaways, the free beer, the ride on 

Lama, which aren’t all very compatible with Covid. But the writing was on the wall for how Epic 

might engage with GDC in the month or so prior to March. Usually, Epic would wish to target the 

Wednesday of GDC week to announce their ‘State of Unreal’ big reveal, which it was anticipated 
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would be the release of Unreal Engine 5 this year. However, it seemed clear that the first public 

preview releases of the engine had occurred just ever so slightly later than they’d intended, which 

left them only 4 weeks to get from a preview to a release version of the engine, which seemed very 

unlikely to happen to me. So, I wasn’t entirely surprised when the Epic stand wasn’t in its usual 

location, and I wasn’t completely shocked when the Wednesday of GDC week came and went 

without any surprise announcement. Epic eventually, just two weeks after GDC, launch Unreal 

Engine 5 (and with it all the pain of having to learn the new teach in time for teaching next 

September) just two weeks later, which is still an impressive turnaround from an initial preview 

release. What is disappointing however, is missing out on all the learning material what would 

usually have come with the launch at GDC, there has been some content provided online, but there 

is a lack of scope of the topics covered, many are rather large complex areas to consider, and some 

of the smaller features (that might typically be covered by mini-talks on the expo floor) just aren’t 

addressed at all. It’ll likely be GDC 2023 before the full scope of the technology is covered in detail, 

while everyone for now focussed on the big Nanite (Virtualised geometry) and Lumin (Realtime 

software or hardware based raycasted lighting) aspects of the engine.  

 

 

Unity stole the show this year, they had an impressive presence on the show floor, supported their 

engine with tutorials, new content, and developer demonstrations. They even had a live ‘radio 

station’ though I’m not sure who would have had the time to listen to that?  

I have enjoyed my time working with Unity in the past and I’d like to have more capacity to do so in 

the future, I’ve found over the years that I had to stop using it, because with my limited 

development time my ageing brain jumbles up programming in C# and programming in C++, so it’s 

all too tempting to use the easy C# and abandon the performant (but more challenging) C++. I’ve 

avoided C#, therefore Unity, pretty much since Unreal Engine 4 was released several years ago. 

Unity’s efforts during GDC convinced me to install the latest version of Unity again, and to start 

having a play with the new tools and techniques.  
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Unity ‘We Stand With Ukraine’ 

Even though we were less than 4 weeks since Russia had started their invasion of Ukraine Unity was 

already taking the initiative and proudly displayed “WE STAND WITH UKRAINE” on their massive 

screens on the Expo floor. Given that my family is directly impacted by the events in Ukraine, it was 

quite a powerful thing to see, and I did take a moment to take this in several times during the week. 

It was difficult to travel and get on with ‘normal things’ with such an event going on in the world, 

and I’m aware these events were impacting upon myself before, during and after GDC. If nothing 

else, this too motivated me to try to spend a little more time developing with Unity over the coming 

year if I can.  

 

The Unity stand was busier than it looks! 
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Unity, making all the effort this year!. 

My notes from GDC 2019 recall that Microsoft had a very impressive presence, prompting their 

bundled game technologies their ‘Game Stack’. What they attended with in-person this year was a 

little bit of a downgrade…  (at least he was wearing a mask!) 

 

Microsoft Stand (a little smaller than usual!) 

This is the first GDC I can remember without the usual (doesn’t change much) Sony developer stand. 

Usually there would be displays showing their hardware, demos of games, and each tool included in 
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their SDK. Plus, there would be the chance to chat to their developer relations people, to see what 

opportunities we might take advantage of, but nothing, which was surprising given the release not 

so long ago of the PlayStation 5.  

Later in the week I was able to confirm that Sony did have a presence, but it was behind closed 

doors, somewhere in here they were demonstrating the new PlayStation VR 2 hardware to select 

developers. I did have a hunt around but wasn’t able to locate anything.  

 

Some were behind closed doors hides Sony PlayStation VR2. 

With the absence of any new VR/AR toys for attendees to play with, Tilt Five 

(https://www.tiltfive.com/) generated huge queues of people hoping to have a go on their 

Holographic Gaming System. The system features a tabletop where 3D ‘board game’ style gameplay 

will be presented, with an AR headset and wand for interacting.  

 

Tilt Five’s Holographic Gaming System 

https://www.tiltfive.com/
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I was able to confirm that there was interest in our students (Final Year Group Project?)  developing 

(even publishing) games for their platform, the SDK is available on their site (linked above). However, 

mainly due to how busy their stand was, I couldn’t wrangle some free devkits for us to use (mainly 

because it was impossible to hold their attention past a few seconds), we might want to try to follow 

up on this, and the platform looks like a lot of fun!  

I bumped into Harry Sardinas who was offering us FREE access to his companies “amazing” 

‘Metaverse Ready’ threedee.io 3D modelling software. Access to their website 

(https://threedee.io/) has been a bit hit and miss since GDC, so I’m not sure if they are having 

technical problems or maybe they are blocked via the university network? They appear to be an 

NFT/Virtual Property/Metaverse type company looking to cash in on the current goldrush. I suspect 

they are hoping that students might bulk create content they can NFT and sell online, so I’m not 

mega interested in pursuing this opportunity myself. If you interested, especially in the potential 

free aspect, I’m sure it would be fine for you to reach out to them.   

Perforce were busy promoting their Asset Management extensions to their version control 

software. They’ve been offering variations on content for a few years, but given the recent push to 

remote working, being able to track and approve asset submissions is an increasingly important 

feature. I asked them what they thought of Autodesk’s move into their area, and they weren’t even 

aware that Autodesk had been at this year’s GDC.  

Some good news for us, is that Perforce are happy to continue to provide us with a free license to 

use their software, but they didn’t have any business cards to hand with the specific contact details 

we’d need to arrange this, so it’s something to investigate when we get a little clearer time in our 

schedule. Perforce is the industry standard for source/asset management, so it would be great to 

replace the server we lost due to the cyber incident.  

 

I took extra care to try to locate SideFX with Houdini, having completely missed them at the last 

GDC. I was sure I’d seen them listed as attending prior to arriving in San Francisco, but at the event I 

couldn’t find the confirmation I was sure I’d previously seen, and their contribution seemed to have 

been scaled back to a virtual stand, which isn’t much fun. I was hoping to persuade them to provide 

https://threedee.io/
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some longer duration free academic licenses for staff. I know they offer some limited free content, 

but this is limited to something like a month of free use, which is completely useless when you are as 

busy as we are. If they’d give academic free perpetual access, we’d master their tools and teach lots 

of future creators all about their software, so if I ever get the chance again, I’ll try to bend their ears.  

 

The alt.ctrl area had lots of fun input devices 

The show floor was well spread out, there was plenty of space allocated to the alt.ctrl. GDC area, 

where students and indie developers allow visitors to experiment with their madcap ideas for 

interfacing with their games via their innovative controllers.  
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If you look closely, you might just be able to make out Nintendo's contribution 

Unlike Microsoft and Sony, Nintendo continued their usual GDC effort to engage with Indie 

developers, and despite their usual tiny presence (if you look closely at the image above you might 

just be able to make them out), they will have been successful and there’s lots of traction for 

developers to work on the Switch console. What we’re really waiting for is any announcement of a 

Switch 2, which might still be a way off, given the reasonably recent release of the Switch OLED 

model. Nvidia who provide the chipset the Switch is based upon haven’t announced any related 

technology recently that might suggest a Switch 2.  

 

The only ‘sign’ of Meta (Facebook) 

Another company that had confirmed it would be at GDC, only not to turn up was Meta (formally 

Oculus/Facebook). I’d been a little surprised by the suggestion that they would attend, given that 

interacting with their VR hardware is a very physical activity, so surely a high risk of spreading Covid. 
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So, I wasn’t very surprised that they didn’t attend in person, the above image is the only mention of 

Meta I could find at GDC this year. That said, other developers, especially in the GDC Play area 

(where developers with games to promote/sell to publishers) where happily risking life and limb 

popping headsets onto their next victims. (In fairness with the occasional vague wipe with a Wet 

One).  

 

IGF Pavilion was quieter than usual. 

The IGF Pavilion, pictured above, was much less busy than in recent years, usually there would be a 

crowd around each game as it’s being demonstrated, so this is a clear victim of people wanting to 

stay a safe distance from each other. Eventually some of the developers appeared to pack up and 

leave early, which is a little disappointing, given all the pomp and ceremony the organisers had 

arranged for the awards on Wednesday night.  
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One of several MoCap Solutions at this year’s GDC 

There seemed to be more Motion Capture solutions on the Expo floor this year, possible due to the 

extra available space, likely at a discount due to reduced engagement by the larger players due to 

Covid? I’m not sure many MoCap providers would have done much business to the smaller 

developers likely to attend this event, any larger developers would make decisions about expensive 

Motion Capture resources in a much more cautious way than happening to spot some tech on an 

Expo floor, but I guess it helps to build awareness… 

And just to finish off my focus on the Expo floor, shortly after GDC I came across this video on 

YouTube, which might get a sense of the feeling on the Expo floor for GDC 2022 with a specific focus 

on the exhibits at the alt.ctrl. area, worth a watch!  

https://youtu.be/VsCbnldURvc  

 

  

 

 

https://youtu.be/VsCbnldURvc
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Notes Relating to Talks: 
I will briefly run through some notes and observations regarding the presentations I attended during 

the conference (I have lot of pages of notes), I’d be happy to chat more about anything that catches 

your interest in more detail if you’d like. If the talk notes aren’t of interest, you can skip forward to 

my main takeaways and predictions on page 44.  

The Animated World of Ratchet and Clank: Rift Apart 
This talk covered a broad range of elements relating to the animation of the most recent instalment 

of Rachet and Clank for PlayStation 5 and how this powerful hardware was utilised to implement a 

higher definition experience than on older console hardware.  

None of the techniques discussed were especially new, that was significant was the scale of 

application, or the attention to detail. Crowds especially, the creation of a living world was especially 

important, and I guess we take it for granted when we see a scene full of dozens of characters 

(where on previous generations of hardware there would have been a strict limit), helps to create a 

world that just feels more really populated. All the Ambient Actors were rigging and performing, 

which is a significant feat in terms of production scale.   

Cinematic Transitions are used to manage changes to the game state, but these seamlessly weave 

between gameplay and cinematic in such a way that they don’t jolt you out of the experience.  

A Pose Library was prepared and shared between all the animators working on the project, based 

upon the concept paintings, so the rigging team had to ensure these poses were achievable.  

Several specific topics were presented, including a buddy character follow mechanic and how they 

achieved the high speed blurred legs on the Speetle (Speed Beetle?) character (unsurprisingly 

blurred animated cards when movement got over a certain speed), which worked well in-game.  
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For the enemies, it was important that their personality came to life through their movement and 

performance. So major characters had a broad range of actions, including targeted reaction 

animations, so they could respond to the direction of taking a hit from a shot for example.  

‘Popcorn’ enemies, which are intended to create some variety in the gameplay and some 

satisfaction when shooting swarms of ‘popping’ baddies, have a more limited range of animation, 

but this isn’t because the hardware can’t handle the range, it’s just that these enemies have just one 

purpose, which is to die.  

Some challenges they highlighted: 

• The PlayStation 5 demanded lots of content. (That’s ‘next-gen’ for you) 

• In reflections (yay Raytracing!), sometimes off-screen characters weren’t animated in the 

reflection. So, these needed to be added in. This wouldn’t have been an issue for older 

generation hardware, which wouldn’t have had high-definition reflections, so characters off 

screen wouldn’t have been rendered to improve game performance.  

The rigging team, for the entire game (that’s a lot of characters and objects) was just three people. 

They used Jira to manage the requests for characters to be rigged throughout production.  

Covid had to come up, and the team felt that using Zoom had caused a ‘levelling of team 

communication’, because people were easy to get hold of. I guess they were referring to pre-Covid, 

some team members would have been local while often working with others who were remote. 

Post-Covid, everyone was in the same boat, so all had equal billing in communications.  

Designing the Terrain System for Flight Simulator: Representing the world 
I was really looking forward to this talk, as I’ve some history with Microsoft Flight Simulator. Many 

years ago I’d been tasked with evaluating the likely success of porting the PC Flight Simulator code to 

console on behalf of Konami. I’d conclude that the codebase for FS was a disaster, that only those 

familiar with the implementation could work with, so any attempt to port the code would end in 

failure. Konami then rejected my analysis and proceeded with their conversion anyway. Many 

millions of dollars later they gave up and confirmed I had been correct. So, I have been in no small 

way interested to know how Asobo Studio (who are responsible for the latest iteration of Flight 

Simulator have gone about the business of implementing their version).  

The short version is clearly, that they’ve implemented their own flight simulation models from 

scratch but will maintain compatibility with elements of the data types that already exist and have 

been supported by the FS community for years. This is a game called Flight Simulator, that uses 

elements of historical FS data (plus new Bing etc geographical data), so I guess Asobo own the game, 

and Microsoft owns the IP, I’d hope there’s a nice safe long-term contact for Asobo behind, this, else 

I can see them handing over lots of lovely well-presented code (compared to the original FS 

codebase) to Microsoft.  

So much of this talk was focussed on the dance of dealing with the not insignificant challenge of 

modelling an entire planet, while combining data from several sources, in an ever-changing world.  

To deal with the world being a bit on the large side, they’d need to focus on semi-procedural 

systems to generate content and streaming of data (via the internet) would need to be a big part of 

the design.  
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The next challenge was the quality of data. Photogrammetry is only available in limited quantities, 

not everywhere in the world has been captured as 3d assets. Then there were issues due to the 

basic fact of just taking photos, which would impact on the data captured, including baked in clouds, 

and different photo/lighting conditions.  

The third significant challenge was they were building a platform, that would allow professional and 

amateur creators make add-ons for the game, so there needed to be elegant ways to ensure this 

content would nicely blend with the semi-procedural content being generated for the game.  

And finally, as the world is constantly evolving, how could they ensure that changes in the 

photogrammetry photosets (real world data) wouldn’t break a published add-on. Even seasons or 

tides would have an impact on the data captured from the world, so could cause rapid changes in 

data to occur.  

So, they need a terrain system that is flexible, easy to modify (outside of the dev team themselves), 

and it must scale (it must run well on various platforms, including console).  

For the specifics, I’ll recommend you watch the session recording on GDC Vault, however a brief 

overview is: 

They used a QuadTree to represent the world, there is already lots of world geometric data available 

using this approach, so that made things easier. They’d request the tiles (of the QuadTree) that were 

in view from the Microsoft Azure Servers, including LODs depending upon the tile screen size and 

estimated network bandwidth (this scaling the data to bandwidth is really important to maintaining 

performance especially for consoles).  

Each tile has a 2x2 granularity. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data was pre-computed into index 

buffers. TIN (Vector-based digital geographic) data might replace the DEM if it’s available for a 

specific region. This data is used to CPU generate tile masks; they were concerned about the wasted 

shader performance using discard in the fragment shader…  

A bit of a hack to ensure no seams between tiles, was to extrude the edge vertices of tiles down 

towards to the core of the earth, higher slopes ended up with a longer extrude, which seems nasty 

and hacky to me (but it works).  

Flight Simulator ships with a developer mode, so they can stop and edit bits of the world during play. 

I guess this is to aid it capturing those ‘in the moment’ errors we tend to spot while playing, that we 

might fail to come back to later and address. With a game ‘the size of a planet’ the chances of 

remembering where a significant error was and going back in to find it aren’t great. So, it’s a good 

idea to be able to play test while developing content, pause and fix live (a good habit to have).  

I have a few notes that they are working in Co Y Cg colour space, rather than RGB (likely due to the 

photographic data they process), so there will be some content there worth reviewing if working 

with arial photography is of interest.  

My remaining notes are super specific, so I’ll not try to address them here, but there are certainly 

lots of ideas for optimising and transmitting data efficiently for generating real-world content. I’ve 

an idea I’ve always wanted to pursue relating to traveling the world virtually, so I might be back to 

review this content at some point in the future!  
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Understanding the Godot Engine Architecture and Development Process 
Over the past few years, I’ve heard an increasing number of Indie Developers talking about using the 

Godot engine. There was also a recent incident where Sega had used the engine for a Sonic the 

Hedgehog game but had not credited using the free (no royalties etc) engine. So given students have 

been asking about it, and if Sega felt it was stable enough to use for a commercial product, I hoped 

attending this talk might help give me a shortcut to determining why someone might chose Godot 

over Unreal or Unity.  

The lead desire the developer is going with is that users feel as though they own the engine. (He 

does go into grumble about the Sega incident though, so I’m not sure how much we’re really 

supposed to feel that we own it).  

It’s a fully featured engine, in a tiny package. A 40mb binary apparently? I’d need to check this, but 

engine size can really be a pain, Unreal Engine especially is rather huge, which is a nightmare to work 

if (if you need to make changes to the engine, it can take a few hours to compile) and the bulk is 

tricky on mobile devices, especially Android. So, this is a plus for Godot.  

It’s multi-platform, officially supporting all Desktops, Android, iOS and HTML5. The speaker 

specifically points out that NO CONSOLES, because the engine in Open Source, but consoles aren’t. 

Though I don’t think he’s saying we can’t port to consoles ourselves, and I suspect the Sonic Ultimate 

product did exactly that.  

There was a claim that the Godot user community was the same size as Unreal Engine, 80k users, 

but I struggle to see evidence of that, maybe he meant the number who had source code access (not 

active)? (Google, Tesla and Sega were used as example users… Tesla?) 

Code is easy to understand and modify, I’ve not looked at it personally, but it’s very easy to create 

code that only speaks to a certain type of developer, so not all engines will be coded the same.  

Then the topic of which version of C++ he was using came up. I’ve noticed more and more advocates 

of newer versions of C++ pushing their use, due to the various ‘improvements’ they feature. Godot 

suggests it has a lose association with some features of C++17 but is mainly ‘old’ C++98 (which most 

of us still use, for multiple reasons, not least that the feature set is extremely stable across 

platforms). I’ve made a note to myself to see which parts of C++17 have been cherrypicked for us, to 

see if I can be persuaded to adopt any of them.  

Code submissions from the community need to conform to the strict coding style, which makes 

sense, and needs to be easy for follow and readable, so no showing off implementing funky syntax 

just to show off how 1337 (LEET) you are.  

Then the talk gets into specifics, but as if often the case, there is a parent object class, and other 

nodes and types inherit from that. In this case there is ‘Variant’.  

There are suggestions of unique approaches, that sound almost exactly like Unreal Engine to me, so 

maybe the developer might benefit from spending some time outside of their own engine, to see 

what others are doing? 

Scenes can be nested inside each other, which is good. You’d think all engines would be able to do 

this, but UE4 has very limited scope for handling this (it only works in some specific scenarios and 

with many technical issues to overcome – that’s a downside of UE, Epic only tend to implement 

things they need to use themselves).  
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There’s a scripting system that can be attached and removed per object, that’s pretty standard one 

would hope. There are several scripting languages available, but not C++ (why not?), but it’s 

apparently coming later this year (very odd).  

That’s about it. I felt the engine development was too isolated from what other developers 

(especially professionals) are doing. So there seemed to be lots of the impression that things in 

Godot were new or unique, where in fact they’ve been implemented elsewhere many times before, 

the limited scope and awareness would be a worry for me. But as Sega spotted, a completely ‘free’ 

no strings attached (apart from the complaints) game cross platform engine, can offer a convenient 

way to get your code and art assets functioning on several devices for some brief initial porting 

(adapting code to work on another platform). Also, once you’ve done that initial work, you’ve an 

engine you can use for future projects, apparently ‘no strings attached’, though I’m not yet aware 

that Sega are doing this…  

I guess this is a safe enough engine for students to use, there is a knowledge base out there now. I’m 

not sure I would want to use it, even completely for free. I’d happily pay Epic their license fee for 

using Unreal Engine if I found myself in the successful position of generating enough income to 

trigger their payment clause.  

Can we do it with particles? VFX learnings from Returnal 
The initial focus of this talk was reflecting back on the library of games that Housemarque have 

produced, all of which heavily feature lots and lots of PARTICLES! Over the years they have 

developed their own internal Visual Effects Pipeline to support the effects they’ve wanted for each 

of the games, which were developed in their own bespoke engines.  

Returnal, the focus of this talk, is the first game they’re making not using their own engine, they’ve 

opted for Unreal Engine 4 this time, so an initial task in the development of the game was to port 

their current VFX pipeline to work in Unreal, rather than rely on the features included with the 

engine itself. This is a good idea, because it’s clear Housemarque have invested lots of time and 

effort to refine their VFX toolset, while these elements in Unreal are rather generic and can be a 

little ‘hands on’ when it comes to editing things.  

Their effects consist of a Particle, which is a HLSL (shader) file, and an Effect, with is a system of 

particles that can reference each other.  

The VFX engine runs the VFX show, which has been implemented as a plug-in for Unreal Engine. 

(This is handy, as it will encapsulate their own content, avoids full engine rebuilds, and lets them 

update their own functionality independently of engine updates).  

Node particles were a specific type of particle that could read data from its parent, these were used 

to create the Tentacles featured heavily of many of the enemies encountered in the game.  

I did make a note that possibly thinking around these topics, of the visual special effects, might be 

something to consider as a topic for a module in the future?  
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Sacrifices Were Made, The Inscryption Post-Mortem 
I didn’t make many notes from this talk, it was getting towards the end of a long day, so I was mainly 

happy to listen to the story of a solo developer and how, through a semi-chaotic process, he was 

able to develop a game that’s been well received by critics.  

The game heavily leans on assets from asset stores/marketplaces, so generic content, that was then 

adapted to fit the art style of the game, which again was intended to hide as much detail (of the 

quality/origin) of the content as possible.  

The main significant collaboration on the project was for the music and sound, which I think went on 

to win an award during the Independent Games Festival (IGF) awards, if I’m not mistaken.  

Inscryption is a great example of a solo developer making great use of the assets to hand.  

Designing the Settlements of Horizon Forbidden West 
My last talk of day 1 of GDC, was a review of the visual process of designing the settlements for the 

PlayStation 5 game Horizon Forbidden West.  

The games maps are inspired (based upon?) real world locations, but in the distant future. Real flood 

study data for San Francisco was used to gain an understanding of how and where buildings could 

become submerged after an environmental disaster.  

Research was done to determine how the elements acting on buildings, both above and below 

water, would behave, creating interesting visual contrasts between elements of even a single 

structure.  

I’d recommend viewing this content on GDC Vault, so see all the visual content that was presented.  

Adobe Substance 3D Keynote 
Day 2 has tended to traditionally start with a Substance Keynote, so I was sure to attend again this 

year (after a long gap!) to see where Adobe might be taking this software in the future. I think the 

last in person GDC had been pretty close to the stage where Adobe had purchased Allegorithmic 

(the original creator and publisher of Substance Designer and Substance Painter software), so this 

was likely the first big opportunity Adobe had to show us the direction this software would go in.  

The first significant thing they spoke about was the recent addition of Parametric modelling to 

Substance Designer. It’s something I’d half-noticed them add, but it hadn’t registered enough for me 

to have managed to squeeze investigating it, into my schedule. Even now as I write, several weeks 

after GDC, I’ve still not managed to even remember that Designer has this feature, in order to make 

any time to try it out. I can see the potential power of this technology, but it’s another thing to add, 

when there’s not enough time to do what we (and the software) can already do. There are lots of 

procedural tools popping up, I’m sure to the annoyance of Houdini (who make famously procedural 

modelling software), but procedural content isn’t something new, we’ve done if for years, if being 

procedural as the core and essence of whatever it was, we were trying to achieve. I guess I’m always 

in a rush, so I tend to just make and implement what I need, rather than spend the same amount of 

time implementing something procedural, and then implementing the content in a product. (I know 

in the long run I might have more flexibility from the procedural approach, and I’m sure it would be 

super fun to implement the behaviours, but time…). 
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Adobe have replaced the Substance Share (community contributed substances) platform with 

Adobe Substance 3D Community Assets (which is a catchy name). This is basically Substance Share, 

but there are now also 3D assets shared by the community, not just Substances.  

Substance Sampler is the new name for Substance Alchemist. This was the AI based substance 

generating software I was semi-excited about during a keynote a couple of years ago, but it turned 

out to be generally disappointing and unremarkable (if you are already an able Substance Designer 

user). The big news here was Adobe were adding a Physical Size data element, so you can specify the 

intended scale of the substances you are creating. We’ve had some students struggle to understand 

how substances relate to scale/size so this is a useful feature for them to add (surprised it wasn’t 

already here though, as competitors have been doing something along these lines for a while 

already). 

Substance Sampler now also features a ‘Cloth Weave’ simulator. I’m sure this will also be useful, but 

given the cost of subscribing, or a lump sum payment once a year for the latest annual increment of 

the software, I couldn’t help feeling this was a bit of a rip-off.  

Some other smaller tweaks, a ‘content-aware fill’, improved ‘clone stamp’, improved widgets 

(transform, crop, brush)… this is Adobe, these are standard things, not exciting.  

There was some talk of walking with Researchers though, I did wonder if any of our image analysis 

tech might be useful for Substance Sampler?  

Next up were updates to Substance 3D Designer (previously just Substance Designer).  

There is now support for the USD file format, but to Export only, no Import option. So, we can 

generate and export content, but not load to edit/enhance. I guess it’s better than nothing.  

There’s a feature to send materials directly from Substance Designer to Substance Stager (a new tool 

positioned to take on Marmoset Toolbag), but as I don’t own Substance Stager (and how no desire 

to), there isn’t much value.  

They’ve added lots of Node types, Designer uses a node graph to create materials, which are great to 

see, though the more nodes there are the harder it is to find stuff – it can all get rather 

overwhelming.  

And that seems to be that for Designer. Again, I’m struggling with the value for customers in 

maintaining a subscription here… (This seems a problem for all the subscription offerings from 

multiple companies, not just Adobe).  

There’s mention of the Insanity Awards, which might be something we could get students involved 

in (though I’m sure some of our former students have already been involved in this and similar). 

There’s a Substance Magazine apparently, I’ve not crossed paths with it.  

Substance 3D Painter next. This is the software I tend to use the most out of this suite of packages, 

so I’m always hoping for improvements and new features.  

They’ve added support for Space Mouse interaction. Crumbs, I’d forgotten all about the ‘Space 

Mouse’. It’s an input device intended to streamline viewport navigation in 3d space. It had been on 

my radar to try one out many many (many) years ago, but I’d eventually lost track of it. I might be 

tempted to add it back onto my desirable gadgets list.  
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The color picker has been updated, so you can pick information from different channels, so 

roughness, metal, etc. not just the colour channel (as currently). I’m surprised it didn’t’ already do 

this if I’m honest, but clearly not a major feature, as I’ve never encountered a need to use it (in all 

the years that have passed since Painter was first released).  

There are some new bakers (these are the things that take detail from one model and apply them to 

the texture maps of another), including Bent Normals (yay!) and Opacity. Bent Normals behaves like 

a simplified ambient occlusion, it looks good with machined parts (such as robot components).  

Epic Games used Bent Normals for the robots in Robo Recall, to help the details look more 

grounded.  

There is now ICC support, but again given this is Adobe, I’d hope they could deal with colour profiles.  

There are 20 new grunge maps (these are just bitmaps), and some new and improved 3d noises. Not 

sure exciting but…  

Next Adobe Substance 3D Stager. This is new software they introduced last autumn, it’s clearly 

intended to complete with Marmoset Toolbag, which is a scene presenting, rendering, baking, etc. 

collection of handy things to do with 3D models. The Adobe offering seems a little more limited 

though, at least at this early stage, so seems to be mainly focussed on presenting scenes (the ‘stage’ 

of the title) and allowing the user to quickly and easily apply different materials (substances) to 

models, to try things out. For the price they are asking, as a standalone piece of software, this seems 

to be a bit of a crime, if you ask me. As part of the subscription, if you’re mainly after Designer and 

Painter, then fine, throw this in too. As is, this feels like Adobe asking us to pay to beta test 

something, so I’ve passed completely on Stager at this time.  

The latest version of Stager has IBL shadows, which are a combination of Voxel and screen space 

shadows. Ok. 

You’ll be able to send materials to and from sampler to designer, I thought it could already do that.  

It will have a have a panel so you can select from the materials in the scene, this doesn’t sound very 

earth shattering. 

There are ‘rendering improvements’, which again, you’d hope.  

And they’ve fixed a bug with black artefacts appearing at the edges of geometry when using 

displacement maps, which I’m not sure is a ‘new feature’… (shocking) 

Finally, to something of a surprise announcement, at least for me.  

Adobe Substance 3D Modeller. A ‘powerful tool for sculpting organic characters’, oh this sounds 

promising! We could do with something full featured to strongly compete with Pixologic’s ZBrush.  

It can do hard surface modelling, so that’s good.  

It has a VR mode. Pardon, what? Hold on, this is Medium, this software originally developed by 

Oculus for the Rift, re-labelled (again) by Adobe isn’t it.  

When we eventually got to the questions and answers part of this event, when asked if the 3D 

Modeller would support basic functionality needed by the games industry the answer was no, it 

didn’t do that. There was lots of focus of things they’d like to do, but these didn’t exactly map to the 

functions we’d critically need for industry content development. Adobe seemed really excited about 
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the sculpting in VR aspect of the software but didn’t demonstrate much awareness of our content 

creation needs beyond that. As it stands, Adobe 3D Modeller seems a bit of a toy.  

Aside from the above, there were some small snippets such as a new Substance plugin for Unity (the 

other game engine). Apparently, the previous plugin had lots of issues, so nice they’ve got on top of 

that finally.  

There’s a pre-release of a Substance 3D plugin for Unreal Engine 5, available for download, if anyone 

uses that.  

The suggest that the new procedural modelling features of Substance Designer are great for creating 

Nanite (very high poly runtime models) meshes for UE5. This seems a fair and interesting point, and 

again frustrated me that I’ve not had time to investigate this aspect of Designer yet.  

There are also plans to release a Substance 3D Material SDK, which will support developers to 

create substance plugins in other engines/tools, which could be useful for some.  

And one last item, Adobe Capture is a mobile phone app, what will feature ‘bitmap2material’ 

functionally. This allows photos to be taken, then processed to generate tileable materials we can 

use on 3d models. (I’ve just downloaded it to try later). 

Battlefield 2042 Procedural Badge Generation with Substance 3D Designer 
I attended this talk in the hope of picking up some anecdotal stories to support teaching, but I got a 

lot of déjà vu from it, might have seen this content presented elsewhere before?  

They were proposing an alternative to their existing pipeline, where they’ve used Maya/ZBrush to 

generate models, therefore maps (incl Normal) for the Badges (sort of earned rewards) used in 

Battlefield 2042.  

The short version is they are using the Substance Automation Toolkit, which generates a Substance 

Graph for given sources images. There is a script in Houdini, which wires parameters together, and a 

frontend in Maya, so the team doesn’t need to engage with (or learn) Houdini – but they can still 

render the elements they want to combine into a given badge.  

The Substance Graph maintains a foreground and background element, generates masks (based 

upon the occupied elements and height of the graphical components), and joins all the bits together.  

Does seem interesting, though is a bit of a faff, but if you have a large team, working on a large 

project, it’s clearly worth the trouble to implement all this. Does seem it could be useful for logo 

design, or icons for in a game.  

An interesting issue what they needed to implement a method for ‘lighting’ the based, so they could 

render out baked lighting on the surfaces (I think they were saying), because there’s no concept of 

‘lighting’ a substance within Substance Designer. My guess was they implemented something similar 

to a Phong renderer via a substance graph.  

Maya Live link for Unreal 
As things coming up to GDC had been suspiciously quiet from Epic Games relating to Unreal, I was 

keen to get to any talks that I knew might cover anything new relating to a possibly Unreal Engine 5 

release, so this was my first chance. I was somewhat disappointed, while being pitched as a focus on 

the Maya Live Link to Unreal, instead this turned out to be a covert sales pitch for Autodesk’s 

Production Management System, an attempt at Jira combined with Perforce.  
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The Live Link, for the time it was briefly shown, turned out to be a technology preview, so it might 

never happen anyway. I declined to take notes on the Link when it became clear we were being spun 

on.  

The bulk was about the Production Management System, I think they were calling it Shotgrid?:  

Tasks could be assigned to an artist.  

The artist can ‘publish’ the exported FBX, along with the source Maya file, into Shotgrid.  

There’s a Shotgrid plug-in in Unreal Engine.  

(I made several notes here about technical bits related to skeleton’s and that whatever Autodesk 

were up to didn’t seem very performance (not game friendly) ).. 

The artist could create an animation in Unreal Engine that demonstrated the item they’d previously 

published and could push the sequence file into the Shotgrid for approval. So basically, this is a tool 

for signing off the work the artist has done. (It’s very much stepping on the toes of Perforce (and 

others)).  

When the Expo floor opened later in the week, I went to ask Perforce what they felt about Autodesk 

coming into their arena, and they said they didn’t even know that Autodesk were attending GDC this 

year. So, there’s clearly some sneaking going on!  

I guess a tool like this makes sense in a world where teams are working remotely more and more, 

but I can’t help feeling that, if someone commits work in the usual way, via Perforce, and signs off on 

a task being completed, via Jira, to surely whoever was setting the task, or at least the person later 

implementing the content, could do the checking if the assets worked ok in the product. I’m not sure 

an artist spending their day framing content to put it in a good light (it could still be flawed), just to 

submit an extra asset (a non-essential video/sequence), just so a manager can tick a ‘completed’ box 

is a good idea for anyone other than Autodesk.  

Unleashing Substance 3d Designer to Sculpt Complex Characters 
One of the joys of reading back through the notes I took while at GDC is that I get the occasional 

reminder of a talk or event that has totally left my mind since. This is one of those talks.  

This talk is about using Substance 3d Designer to generate tileable elements that can then be applied 

in ZBrush. An advantage of doing this, is it enables the evolution of the design of specific parts of a 

character, in designer.  

It’s an interesting idea, I’ve done the reverse before, where I’ve generated an organic object in 

ZBrush, to create a tileable map to use in Substance Designer (for an authentic looking stone wall 

pattern).  

The application in ZBrush is very specific, but involves keeping patterns in separate layers, so they 

can be turned on/off while testing (or deleted entirely), and the intensity of each can be adjusted 

independently of the others. There’s lots of masking, to ensure the patterns are applied to specific 

controlled areas, no surprises there.  

There was a nice example for tentacles, complete with Suckers, do I’d recommend watching the 

recording on GDC Vault for that. There are some nice tricks and tips in this talk, so it’s certainly one 

to watch if you’re into ZBrush and Substance Designer.  
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Style Wars: Variety in Scoring While Maintaining a Singular voice 

Composers are very odd people!         

This is a talk by Composer Andrew Rohrmann (wrote the music of Oxenfree).  

This talk started with the speaker explaining it wouldn’t make any sense until the end. I guess he was 

right, we took something of a journey around his mind and trying to understand ‘style’.  

While I’m not sure there were any surprises in this talk, it was still fun to follow along with the 

thinking behind the process.  

It’s a collaboration, try to get involved with a project early, where possible. (yep) 

Research and be inspired by other games. (yep) 

Consider music from other disciplines, including popular music. (ok) 

Be inspired by movies, painting(s)?, nature, food… (erm, ok) 

These should lead to concepts, metaphors, The BIG idea. (I guess?)… The whole thing should have a 

feeling.  

There’s an idea to start making things and get as far with the process initially as possible, it’s sort of 

‘Concept Music’, but I think he’s calling it Concept Art. He uses this term with clients to make it clear 

that something isn’t the final piece.  

Then he thinks about Delivery, what we’re going to the client. At least at a ‘Demo’ stage, we should 

be making a case that we are the person who should be working in the project. (Makes sense) 

Don’t start with big, focussed stuff, just give a vibe, the feeling for the whole game. Not content for a 

specific use, more a general feeling for the product. (I guess this also protects the creator’s idea, 

should they not get taken on) 

We’re in effect pitching music, pitch multiple things, different directions for the client to pick from – 

this is very Concept Art (for drawing). This will help open up the conversation with the developers, to 

push things forwards. (Seems very sensible to me).  

Connect the music with visuals, use footage of a build, and essentially score it, with the vibe being 

presented. (Yep, I’ve done this before, I’ll share video with a composer, and they’ll usually write 

something to it) 

I’ve heard (from YouTube) that composers like to start from a Template, this (real world) example 

contradicts that, and starts with almost nothing.  A template is built from the ground up per project, 

following on from the research stage. This helps to define a voice for a specific game.  

After you’ve worked on enough content, you style is ‘just there’.  

Now your ‘research’ includes yourself, so you can revisit it. (I’d say this applies to more areas than 

just composing, even game development in general). 
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Introducing Unity’s Newest Game Sample 
On to day 3, I attended this talk with the intent to hopefully ‘fast-track’ what’s been happening in 

Unity since I last had the capacity to review it. It must be close to 8 years since I last properly 

developed anything in Unity, so I’ve tried to keep up to date and pick up whatever tips I can, from 

the tutorial content usually launched during each (in-person) GDC. (There was nothing during Covid) 

This morning Unity was presenting ‘Gigaya’, a 3rd Person shooter/platformer sort of game, very 

much in the style of Rachet and Clank (a game mentioned earlier). The demo looked really nice, 

though there did seem to be some framerate issues from time to time, which were discussed later 

by developers on the Unity Discord server, Unity denied there was a problem...  

The focus was on demonstrating the elements implemented in the game, rather than engine 

specifics. An important goal was to ship the product, the whole development cycle, so the demo 

should be available (I think they said via Steam) later in the summer.  

The had a 5-programmer tech team.  

An immersive world, that exists beyond the protagonist.  

A Physical Character Controller, rather than just a capsule moving around (as we usually do).  

The character blends between 4 walk cycles, plus a stationary, to adjust to different surface types. 

This wasn’t IK because that limited artistic performance. (Interesting).  

They had to make their own hack of Unity to enable associating a material type (assume physics 

style properties) with each rendered material – this comes as standard in many engines, so 

interesting it’s an oversight in Unity.  

All the plants in the scene move, which gives a feeling of the world being alive.  

Physical objects will influence and move the character, this helps ground them in the game world.  

The Baddies use a State Machine, with blended animations (I’m pretty sure that’s what they were 

saying). The transitions between the states being the most important aspect of this implementation, 

again pretty sure this is coming as standard in Unreal Engine, but maybe I’m missing something.  

They implemented a NavMesh (cough, again comes with UE).  

Critters in the world run to a ‘shelter’ node, again to add to the feeling the world is alive. OK.  

And importantly, they wanted to replicate the process of shipping a game “to feel your pain” he said, 

you’d really hope a few decades on that Unity would be good at shipping games by now. (This does 

feel more like an excuse to make and ship something then a need to address anything technical). 

There were a further 24 (or so) people ‘on the side’ who also contributed to making the game, 

suddenly it seems much less ‘Indie’ and more ‘AAA’, as there will be very few ‘Indie Studios’ with 

that many people on their teams. (An interesting side note, I think I was counting faces on a slide, 

that about a quarter of the people working on this project were female).  

They used Plastic SCM, I’ve not used this myself, I’ve heard the occasional story of people running 

into problems with it losing their work, but that might have been students? 

They will be sharing the extra tools they needed to create for this project alongside the release of 

the game. I’m thinking it might be better to include any missing features in Unity, rather than having 
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tools hanging around, as they’ll likely be out of date with the engine API within six months 

otherwise.  

Their final tip, and I’ll agree with them here, is if you have a team of more than 4 people, you need a 

Producer.  

What was frustrating by the end of the presentation was to discover that while we could access the 

demo via:  

unity.com/demos/gigaya.  
 
It wasn’t available at all yet... They are targeting a Summer 2022 release, and they promised the 

extra tools they created (not parts of Unity) will also (hopefully…) be released at the same time. I’ll 

believe it when I see it, too often things are hung as carrots to address a marketing need at a 

conference, only never to appear later. By the Summer the purpose of the project (to attract new 

Unity customers) will have been served regardless of if they make this example available or not, and 

I’m sure the team will start to have new focuses. We’ll see.  

Pathfinding in Age of Empires IV. Flow Fields and Steering Behaviours. 
I developed some of the earliest Real-Time Strategy games during the 1990s, so I was especially 

interested to hear what ‘new?’ ideas the team behind Age of Empires IV (a classic series in its own 

right) might have had for pathfinding units across their maps.  

In essence though, there weren’t any shock revelations here, it was a talk building upon past ideas, 

identifying the problems with A*, the units become blockages, there is no guarantee the shortest 

path would be clear (at the right moment of testing for example), etc.  

The proposal seemed an accumulation of ideas, identifying a cost. This could be the distance 

between cells on the grid but could be other influences too (depending upon gameplay needs).  

Having to consider too much data, too many cells to process through, could be mitigated by 

excluding cells that were beyond the line of sight for the units, which makes some sense for a 

historical game, where units would have access to ‘satellite’ data, but this might not work so well for 

other products.  

Another suggestion was to apply portals, to split the world into smaller areas for consideration, 

which is fine for not a revelation.  

That talk was a little tiring, mainly because of the speed the present raced through everything, so I 

escaped to the Expo floor for my first walkaround after this brain bashing!  

The Real-time Volumetric Superstorms of Horizon Forbidden West 
Good to see that Sony developers are propping up the ‘AAA’ talks this year. This was a genuinely 

interesting talk about the clouds, and more specifically storms in Horizon Forbidden West 

(PlayStation 5 and 4).  

The speaker spent an obsessive amount of time on Clouds in the real-world, he really likes clouds – 

which I guess helps if this is the focus of your day, every day, every week, forever.  

My notes from the session don’t go into very much specific detail, apart from the fact that he spent 

20 minutes talking about old (previously applied) methods, before moving on to some new 

http://unity.com/demos/gigaya
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approaches, but the main thing I note is – That the code content in the slides was really good and I 

should remember to locate it and ‘borrow’ it, which I still need to get around to doing.  

So, another talk I’d recommend taking a look at on GDC Vault, if you’re interested in clouds and 

associated visual effects tricks.  

Shifts and Rifts: Dimensional Tech in ‘Ratchet and Clank: Rift Apart’ 
Another Sony developer talk (such a relief they are contributing this year).  

The first line of my notes from this talk were ‘My eyes are burning’. I don’t think this was anything 

specifically to do with the talk, I suspect it’s the exhaustion of recent months all catching up with me 

at this exact moment, yay!  

If you plan one game on a PlayStation 5 at the moment, that demonstrates what ‘Next-Gen’ is, I’d 

strongly recommend taking a look at the subject of this talk Ratchet and Clank: Rift Apart’. Aside 

from the dense and alive worlds, one of the most impressive feats is the smooth transition from one 

level to another. Historically games have often deployed a loading screen, which shows the 

progression as new assets are loaded from storage. With Ratchet and Clank (and similar next-gen 

titles), there is apparently no loading screen (though there is), and content seems to load instantly 

(though not quite instantly).  

Obviously, the guarantee of an SSD drive in each console helps, as you can develop with the 

confidence this will be present and it will meet certain performance (speed) requirements. Even the 

user upgradable drive in a PS5 REQUIRES you meet a minimum specification; else it won’t let you 

launch a game from a drive that is too slow – this is good news for developers. 

The levels in Ratchet and Clank are densely populated, there is lots of detail here, each is designed to 

consume ALL the available system resources. In the past a game wanting to smoothly transition from 

one level to another (e.g. several Halo games) you’d have to limit the resources on each map, to 

ensure you have spare system capacity to load the resources for the next area into free memory, 

before you could unload the old.  

R&C uses a Portal system, a portal being a linked pair of assets. Interestingly the talk focusses on 

some issues they encountered with portals that might not have happened on older systems, due to 

the more limited scope of the content. Examples being, tone mapping which usually applies to a 

screen after the game is rendered, might be different inside a portal to outside, sometimes objects 

transitioning between spaces might receive tone mapping twice, once from each zone. Then there 

were issues with Motion Blur, which is usually recorded into a Deferred Renderer buffer, so this data 

needed to be copied out of the Portal source buffer, and into the viewed GBuffer, and so on. Then 

there was an issue with a stutter when the player crossed the portal boundary, and that related to 

changing the camera target, as the player’s character crossed the portal, so they had to create a 

duplicate character (on the other map) and swap to the new primary object as the boundary was 

crossed. Crumbs… Let’s stick to the older methods maybe. 

Oh, then there was the issue of Portals and user Input. So, input on the current side would work 

relative to our scenes current prospective, but beyond the portal would be dependent on the 

prospective in the scene. We’ll leave things here for now, just lots of things to keep in mind, that 

they didn’t have in mind when they set out to implement the gameplay/method. I don’t think I was 

surprised by many of these issues, I’ve thought about them in the past, but not had a need to 

implement them myself.  
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They applied several optimisations for the portals, which I’ll skip the details of here, but obvious 

stuff such as – disable a portal renderer if it’s not visible, ensure they are one sided (to not render 

from behind), limit the number of open portals (2-3 at a time), interestingly don’t Ray-trace in 

portals (fall back to a simpler method), and obviously clip the render bounds to the size of the on-

screen portal (who wouldn’t!?).  

Lol, they said Portal Rendering was easy, until all of the above. It did seem to me they hadn’t thought 

this through properly before they started coding, there weren’t many proper surprises here. (Maybe 

this is why teams should employ older more experienced developers <stick out tongue emoji>). 

So, Portal Rift Transitions are obviously just loading screens. Loading screens are still here, but they 

are visually dynamic and don’t break the illusion of being in-game. The game area we experience 

between the playable levels, before we arrive at the map we are loading in, are a mini level, with 

minimal assets/resources in use, typically the vacuum of space with several asteroids, to give a 

strong sense of 3d motion and some feeling of hazard.  

There’s no real trick here. Data for the levels is compressed. Multiple processor threads are being 

used, with tasks stacked so that there’s no conflict over accessing storage (which is still the limiting 

factor here), Thread B is loading while Thread A is decompressing data already in memory, etc.  

However, the PS5 might be able to issue multiple reads in parallel, it’s not entirely clear, because 

after talking about several flawed attempts, the speaker said the documentation for the PS5 SDK 

was apparently wrong. So, this might be something to investigate when we have time?  

Not surprisingly, the next level can’t start to load until Rachet (the games character) AND the camera 

are in the ‘inter dimensional space’ between the portals. This is obvious, else we’d need to previous 

scene’s content to still be available in memory to render anything still on screen if the camera was 

still in the previous map.  

I made several notes which seems to be shouting about how can the ‘Lead’ developer not spot these 

issues (several more) before they happen. (I’ll ignore the same team won an award for technical 

excellence). At the end of the day, all that matters is that it all worked and looks really clever/cool, 

so good on them.  

I made a final note from this talk to suggest a student FYP regarding getting files into memory, while 

free memory at the same time. I suspect I had PS5 and its storage API/Multi-threading in mind.  

Breaking The Cycle: The Making of ‘Returnal’ 
Day 4 of GDC, I started the day on the Expo floor, hunting for people to talk to, and to take a break 

from all the sitting and looking at large screens. I noted a few talks I’d miss as a result; hope I’ll 

remember to follow up on them via GDC Vault!  

I seem to have 5 pages of notes on this talk regarding the Making of ‘Returnal’.  

This is another game for the Sony PlayStation 5 console, but it’s a different (Sony) team, and I know 

that Climax (our most local develop) was involved in certain aspects of its development too, so I was 

interested to see if this was acknowledged. (Spoiler: no, they weren’t mentioned by name, just a 

reference to co-dev partners).  
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There was a lot covered in this talk, some history of the dev team, the fact they keep making games 

with lots of particle systems in them, but ‘Gameplay is king’, invisible camera and controls.  Depth 

without complexity, Knife-edge engagement, ‘Riding the wave’, ‘Bullet ballet’ – Embrace Simplicity.  

They wanted to achieve Rougelike variation, to create memorable player stories, describable runs – 

so meaningly variation of the game content (not just changing the colour of a leaf). They wanted 

high stakes permadeath. A steep zero-to-hero progression. To embrace randomness, favour 

adaptability, promote mastery. Plus, much more besides.  

At the centre of it all, Replayability – design for replay, keep it lean, keep it challenging, emphasise 

the joy of the player.  

There was lots of focus on the experimentation during their initial implementations, lots of things 

that did and didn’t work, I have notes if anyone wants to chat about these, but they are possibly best 

reviewed online.  

This was the first game they’d develop using Unreal Engine, so they had a situation where they were 

developing with a New Engine, or a New Platform (PS5) with New Team Members (they had to 

expand their internal team for this project as well as collaborate with ‘Co-Developers’ (aka Climax 

etc)).  

When reflecting on what went right with the development, they do mention the significance of their 

being able to ship the game during Covid. This is no mean feat.  

They finally ended with a few recommendations, some of which sound like they were targeted at 

Sony? 

• Defend your vision.  

• Compromising leads to mediocrity.  

• Pick your battles.  

• Delegate and empower your team.  

• You can’t fit the whole game in your head.  

• Organisations: fix your messaging.  

• The game is the ultimate boss.  

A Good Guerrilla is a Hidden Guerrilla. Improving Stealth in ‘Far Cry 6’ 
It was good to get to a AAA talk given by a studio not directly linked to Sony and PS5, thankfully 

Ubisoft where here to talk about their Stealth approach for Far Cry 6. 

The player’s character being an ‘unknown’, changed the stealth nature of the game (compared to 

previous Far Cry games). The player wouldn’t always be drawn into combat when soldiers were 

nearby, they just appeared as a civilian. This is an interesting point, usually the moment the player is 

spotted by AI, we are being shot at!  

By not creating a ‘Stealth First’ game, they are able to focus on immersing the player in the main 

characters story.  

A team of 10 developers working on improving the stealth gamplay over a year. They had to define 

what it was they were trying to achieve; they have to engage with player testing of the stealth 

missions. Sometimes players found it difficult to peel off enemies, to take out individuals. Some 
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players even felt the game was broken, relating to player detection, because usually as mentioned 

above, the AI in a traditional storyline would come of shooting the moment they saw the player.  

Indicators were added to AI in the game, to indicate their state more clearly. If the player was in a 

restricted location, simple things such as footsteps would draw the AI in to check, but not all guns 

blazing.  

At one stage they had different audio detection distances, in some cases dynamic, for different 

classes of character, but players found this too confusing, so they standardised.  

Awareness propagates now, so it one AI becomes aware of an issue, they can raise the awareness of 

others nearby, therefore changing their state of alert.  

There are no silent NPCs, they are always doing something to ensure the player can detect them, so 

they whistle, hum, etc. This also helps prevent the player feeling as though they are being unfairly 

detected. (It is more obvious there was someone there to do the detecting). 

There was also some player confusion relating to AI setting off alarms. Initially any AI that was in an 

alert state could trigger an alarm, but they added some weighting, so the AI with more direct 

involvement in a player detection would be most likely to trigger it. A UI element was also flagged, 

indicating the cause of the alarm, so the player would understand what was causing the chaos.  

They implemented a Notoriety system, which helped to ramp of the difficulty of the game, as the 

player progressed through the map and storyline. Such increases the stealth and health of 

opponents, but doesn’t change their detection values, which would cause player confusion.  

In a game where they wanted the player to pass AI unnoticed, it was important to add a Holstering 

ability, running around the world waving a weapon about wouldn’t exactly be stealthy.  

Obviously, there were lots more specific details, relating directly to the need of the game, such as 

generating distractions, the Amigos (the pet characters that can aid with stealth or combat), and 

baseballs which can be used to distract a single NPC, but that won’t stimulate all the local characters 

too.  

Generally, a very interesting talk, lots of ideas to think about.  

Ghost in the Empathy Machine: 

Exploring the Player-Character Connection in Life is Strange: True Colors 
Possibly not one of the best talks I’ve attended at this year’s GDC. There was lots of focus on the 

history of their games, and a discussion regarding the player avatar experience.  

The player is controlling an avatar (I’m not sure this is controversial in anyway?).  

If we can get into the headspace of the character, we have… Empathy. Yep, I guess that comes from 

an engaging story?  

They use Auras to indicate NPC emotional insights, isn’t this also just storytelling?  

I’m getting tired, so stopped taking any further notes, as we didn’t seem to be encountering any 

revelations.  

Building Machines for a Better Future in Horizon 
My last talk of Day 4 of GDC, so my last attempt to keep my eyes open and take some notes!  
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This talk was back to Sony and consideration of the design and development of the large robotic 

creates of Horizon Forbidden West.  

The entire process takes 1 year per creature, but obviously the stages of Concepting, Detailing, 

Outsourcing (remote working) and Detailing (with a review at each stage) overlap with different 

teams at each of the stages.  

Outsource Venders are really important to the development of many of these asset rich ‘next gen’ 

games now. It’s clear from several projects reviewed at this year’s GDC, that they are much more 

involved in the core of the process than ever before.  

Subjective Tasks are best deal with internally.  

Objective Tasks are ideal for outsourcing.  

The design of the creatures in Horizon is directly related to the gameplay, each features gameplay 

components, so each needs a detailed Design Specification Document.  

The concept stage is implemented in 3d, not 2d, using kit bash parts. 2D is avoided because the 

assets are very complex.  

There are stand-ups and sign off meetings to approve each stage.  

Then they switch to ZBrush, for an indicative detail pass, before the content is sent to outsourcing 

for the laborious content pass. Finally, the returned assets are revisited for any final quality details or 

fixes that might be needed. (at least that’s my understanding of the process as described).  

It’s a lot of work but given the scale and amount of content needed for the project, if it’s working, 

that’s great!  

I made a specific note that they used 4 materials for a giant Elephant type creature they were 

displaying. This is still a pretty efficient quantity of materials (the more materials a game object has, 

the longer/harder it is for a game to render), given this in ‘Next-Gen’ PS5 content we’re looking at. 

There’s no compromise on the quality of the artefact, but suggestions (by some) on social media, 

that you can do whatever you feel like with materials, clearly isn’t the case for professionally 

produced content (which is good and sensible, as there is a performance cost involved!). So given 

even two engine generations ago (thinking UDK, pre-UE4), that lead characters might feature 2 

materials, it’s a relief that even for a character several times larger than a human on screen is using a 

sensible performance budget.  

They originally used Substance Painter for the models, but later shifted to Substance Designer to 

generate (automatically paint) all the materials/models. I’m guessing they may have used Color ID 

maps coming from ZBrush, to allow Designer to know where to use the various material types 

(rubber, metal, etc), then procedurally did a damage pass etc. With the huge number of components 

involved, and often replicated across several models, and automated approach to applying materials 

to ‘machined parts’ (which the creatures are constructed from) makes lots of sense.  

Another important note I made was related to triangle count, the largest they had was 400k tris, on 

the biggest creatures and the highest LOD (Level of Detail) in the game. So again, this seems pretty 

sensible, especially considering the huge scale of these creatures on screen when viewed relative to 

a human sized character.  

One final point to note from this talk, was that they spent a little time comparing the team makeup 

between the last and most recent Horizon games. I’ll not copy and paste the lists here, but if you’re 
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interested in the evolution of the team structure for producing AAA creature content, you might 

want to review the slides on GDC Vault (or ask to review my notes).  

Architecting Jolt Physics for Horizon Forbidden West 
Day 5, the final day of GDC 2022. It’s always mixed feelings, it’s always great to be here and to learn 

so much, to experience the industry, but I’m also very tired, I can barely take any more information 

in. Let’s start the day with something nice and gentle, Physics! 

I really enjoyed this talk, despite being about a MATHS topic, I made three pages of notes.  

Jolt Physics has been implemented by Jorrit Rouwe (I hope I got that down right), I believe as a 

passion project for himself, but it somehow found it’s way into Horizon Forbidden West, over the 

other options I know Sony has or had available to it (wasn’t Bullet Physics also by a Sony 

developer?). 

My notes suggest a Lock Free Broad Phase and Lock Fee Island Building. I’m not sure if this was 

intended to be the significant leading feature of the technology (I’ll need to review the recording), 

but anything lock free is a good idea on hardware running processes across multiple threads.  

The Broad Phase Collision Detection, uses the usual axis aligned bounding boxes, and builds a list of 

body pairs that might be colliding with each other.  

Narrow Phase Collision Detection gets point/face and direction (of interactions).  

Generate Islands, which splits of work across several threads. Groups of objects touching each other 

form an island. (The floor is never part of an island, because it can’t move).  

Solve (contact) constraints. (We’re directed to review some GDC 2019 content, which shows how we 

build upon the work of others!). 

The Open World of Horizon is formed of Tiles, and there are three LODs for collision data, so simpler 

data can be used for assets further away, without compromising the simulation.  

There are 10s of scenes, with 20k bodies active at a time (all constantly dynamic and changing).  

AI navigates using a navmesh, which is generated on the fly via a background thread.  

Then the talk goes into a little more detail regarding some of the tricks of the system, but I’ll briefly 

note here that the Broad Phase makes use of a Quad Tree, so 4 children per node, to ensure its SIMD 

friendly, so we can always query 4 objects as the same time (I like this sort of thing!). This does look 

like a significant speed win, when typically, we often consider pairs.  

Having a Quad Tree also enabled some wins regarding splitting nodes from the graph to create a 

new tree, for example if objects were moving to be associated with a different island. There are also 

separate trees for static and dynamic objects, so we only need to constantly update the dynamic 

ones.  

The Collision Query is the time when we need to do Locks, but the need to prevent access to trees 

will strain data. When we do lock, we do so for as short a time as possible, we lock the body mutex 

to Read, access the shape and transform, then unlock the mutex. So, reading very little data while 

locked.  

There were 32 mutex’s on PlayStation 5, compared to 16 on PlayStation 4.  
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Generating the Islands happens on one thread, so could potentially be a performance bottleneck. He 

talked through several options to improve this, I’d recommend checking the video for specifics, as 

they flew by rather quickly.  

The good news is this is all Open Source on GitHub at: 

HTTPS://GitHub.com/jrouwe/JoltPhysics 

(MIT License) 

The Audio Journey Of Psychonauts 2: Welcome to our mind 
I didn’t make a great deal of notes from this talk, it turned out to be full of interesting examples, but 

that would be best viewed again later online (what with being ‘audio’).  

My other note was that lots of team members for pets during lockdown.  

With that, I spent most of the remainder of the day on the Expo floor, trying to get lucky with some 

opportunities for us to pursue…  

Never The Same Twice: Procedural World Handling in 'Returnal' 

After a few hours on the Expo floor, I decided to dash into the very last talk of this year’s conference, 

and the most packed! (I soon regretted this from a Covid risk POV). Clearly everyone was here to get 

that one last download of knowledge, so the room was packed.  

Given I’d been to a few talks from Housemarque, I was surprised that this was the first and only time 

they credited Climax for their contribution to Returnal by name. (Saved at the bell) 

This talk focussed on the procedural generation of the worlds in the game. Procedural generation is 

a method often used by smaller Indie Developers to create lots of ‘larger’ content without the need 

to manually create such with a small time (lots of content takes lots of time to produce, so is 

expensive). It’s clear that Housemarque feel quite sensitive about this, as they kept validating why it 

was appropriate for them as a AAA studio to take such an approach, I didn’t see what the issue was 

to be honest.  

What I hoped for was some insight into how they got Unreal Engine to behave itself when it came to 

reusing what I hoped might be sub-levels within a parent level.  

Epic Games, who develop Unreal, only tend to implement techniques that they need themselves, 

and it’s often a bit of a battle to get them to implement (or worst still fix) a feature that is missing or 

isn’t as flexible as it might be.  

Returnal did run into issues with the engine assuming things, such as if you loaded a chunk of world 

twice, it would not understand which was which, which can cause multiple issues, especially with 

lighting. (I’ve found this from my own procedural content experiments too).  

Housemarques solution to this appears to have been to copy and paste the entire level loaded code 

and to patch it, so when a map segment is loaded, it’s identity is changed (the name or ID maybe) so 

that when it’s loaded again, Unreal won’t notice. It’s pretty funny, but annoying that Epic didn’t just 

make it optional to handle this use case automatically, they just assumed no one would ever want to 

do this. It’s an issue that’s especially interesting given developments in Unreal Engine 5, which 

heavily features loading chunks of level as a performance optimisation, so I do hope they’ve now 

addressed this issue (but I currently doubt it).  

https://github.com/jrouwe/JoltPhysics
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Most of the procedural parts of the talk were generic, with issues they ran into caused (mostly) by 

their own design decisions, but it was an interesting talk nether the less and I left with some ideas to 

experiment with in both UE4 and to test in UE5.  

So that’s it, that wraps up my time spent in the talks at this year’s conference.  
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Expo Floor Talks 
I was really looking forward to attending the usual Expo Floor Talks that companies like Epic usually 

provide, because these tended to be short snappy 10–15-minute nuggets of knowledge which are 

great to support teaching, so I was especially gutted that Epic didn’t have their stand on the Expo 

Floor this year and Unity only focussed on showing off applications of their technology, without any 

technology specific talks. At a time when Unreal Engine 5 is being released, it’s super important to 

get up to speed to support teaching as soon as possible. UE5 features several new technologies that 

haven’t been implemented in competitor technology yet, so it will be important not only to learn 

these as implemented by Epic, but to also monitor how competitors engage with this technical 

challenge and implement their own solutions to similar problems.  

The IGF (Independent Games Festival) stand wasn’t as busy as previous years, after a first Expo Day 

surge, which was surprising. I’d expected more interest on Thursday and Friday, after the awards 

had been announced on the Wednesday (the first day of the expo) night. Many of the booths were 

abandoned later in the week, which wasn’t a great look for the IGF.  

The Expo floor was slightly smaller than in recent years (last time I referred to the expo as HUGE, so 

there would be some way to go to compete with that after Covid). Even so, given Covid and social 

distancing, the density of the content felt about right, it was just a shame that some larger 

companies didn’t feel the need to be represented on the show floor this year. I guess they weren’t 

confident the event would go ahead, given the false starts of the past few years, and there’s much 

expense to moving their large stands about.    
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Main Takeaways and Predictions: 
To conclude, some of my main take-aways and predictions relating to Game Developers 

Conference 2022 this year are: 

• GDC 2022 was a Developer Conference for the Developers. It was about the people who 

make games, not the mega-corporations promoting themselves and making big 

blockbuster announcements. This was fine in the end, but I did worry about it before 

attending.  

 

• The industry is really pleased with how it weathered the storm of the Pandemic. It feels it 

was well suited to adapt and feels as though it’s learnt lots of positives from the 

experience, which we’ll build on into the future. Some companies are looking to profit 

through enabling future remote working through their technologies.  

 

• The larger corporations seem to be avoiding risks currently. Possibly slowing down their 

plans, in part due to delays with business activities due to adapting to the new situation, 

but also due to supply chain impacts and back ordering of silicon products. This might 

delay some console updates by a further 12 months, but Nintendo might do something, I 

doubt Sony and Microsoft would launch anything expensive aside from… 

 

• We already know Meta and Sony will release new VR/XR hardware this year, both offering 

some degree of more advanced technology than previous generations, though each (as 

revealed so far) targeting different market sectors (relating to respective mass production 

costs). Sony targeting consumers, Meta targeting business customers.  

  

• It’s safe to assume a next generation of Ray Tracing cards in the Autumn of 2022, but I 

don’t think this will prompt console upgrades in its own right. Innovations such as the 

approach to chip design used in Valve’s Steam Deck are more likely to prompt unexpected 

‘cheaper’ console announcements I’d imagine. (Could Nintendo go this route?) 

 

• There’s a strong possibility that Google might exit the Streaming Games market (their 

Stadia Platform), given that Microsoft and Sony both offer completing options with 

greater access to content. Amazon haven’t made much progress with their Luna service 

either.   

 

GDC 2022 was a safe return to in-person games industry events. There were no massive surprises, 

but the event was able to run, with many of its usual features, without descending into Covid 

spreading chaos. Industry speakers were able to engage with an industry audience, which is a 

significant improvement on the recent virtual GDC attempts, which focussed too heavily on a 

student type audience. I expect there will be increased confidence from the larger industry players 

to contribute and engage fully with next year’s GDC 2023, so I’d expect a progression towards more 

familiar announcements (keynotes etc) and a gradually increased inertia towards progression and 

change building on this year’s conference for next year.  

It's always a challenge to capture a week of thoughts in a report, especially which it can sometimes 

take a short while after the event to write things down (shortly after GDC we were into Easter, then 
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student assessments are starting to be submitted & marked, catching Covid again and a lovely 

Academic Review to top things off, before rolling into the boards). Sometimes I’m able to write up 

some of my notes while at the airport, but the timing this year didn’t allow that. Anything I’ve 

missed in the report will still be on my mind, so will no doubt come up in conversations at some 

point. But if you’re aware of anything or have a question about a topic that might have come up 

please do give me a shout!  

The industry has weathered the global pandemic well, and while some things have slowed down 

somewhat (probably not a bad thing given the other global challenges at the moment), things are 

starting to return to a more familiar footing and moving forwards again.  

 

 

Images included in the report are a combination of those I took during the event, and some posted by 

GDC’s Flickr page at https://www.flickr.com/photos/officialgdc/albums 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/officialgdc/albums
https://www.flickr.com/photos/officialgdc/albums

